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Introduction
The phenomenonof multicomponent mass transfer under flow conditions is a very complicated one, in which mass flux at the interface has some effect on the In our previous papers,7 9) experimental approaches were made to convective heat and mass transfer in ternary distillation by wetted-wall columns at total reflux conditions. The purpose of the present work is to make a numerical approach to ternary mass transfer in a laminar boundary layer along a flat plate by considering the effect of interactions between the diffusion fluxes and that of mass injection or suction.
1. Method of Calculation 1.1 Governing equations and boundary conditions Figure 1 shows a physical picture of ternary mass transfer in a laminar boundary layer along a semiinfinite flat plate. The following assumptions were made for the calculation of diffusion fluxes.
1) Velocity-and concentration boundary layers develop simultaneously from the leading edge of the flat plate.
2) Physical properties are constant.
3) The diffusion fluxes of each component can be The diffusion fluxes of each component can be made dimensionless by the following equations:
The second term in the brackets on the righthand side of Eqs. (6a) and (6b) represents the effect of interactions between the diffusion fluxes, which is discussed in a later section. 
2.2 Effect of concentration driving forces and multicomponentSchmidt numberson concentration profiles Figure 3 shows the effect of driving force ratios Aco2/Acoxon the concentration profiles of component 1. The concentration profiles at various driving force ratios ranging from -6 to 6 and at Scn=Sc22=l and Sc12 =Sc21 =5 are plotted against the dimensionless distances from the interface. The bold solid line in the figure represents the concentration profile for the binary system at Sc= 1. The figure indicates that the concentration profile for the ternary system approaches the binary one as the absolute value of the driving force ratio approaches zero. indicates that the ternary concentration profile approaches the binary one as the nondiagonal Schmidt number increases. adiabatic conditions, these effects cannot be neglected. Figure 10 shows the results of sample calculation for the effect of mass injection or suction on the ternary diffusion fluxes for various values of (1/Sc12)(Acd2/Aco1) ranging from -1 to 1, where that for (l/Sc^iA^/Aco^^O represents the value for the binary system. The parameter Px in the ordinate represents the effect of interactions between diffusion fluxes under low mass flux conditions given by Eqs. 1) The concentration profiles and diffusion fluxes are found as functions of diagonal and nondiagonal Schmidt numbers as well as driving force ratios.
Effect of interaction between diffusion fluxes
2) A new correlation for the effect of interaction between diffusion fluxes under low mass flux conditions and a zero tangential surface velocity is proposed.
3) A criterion for a reverse diffusion for low mass flux conditions and at zero tangential surface velocity is proposed. [-] H [-] = multicomponent Sherwoodnumber of i-th component defined by Eq. (6) = multicomponent Sherwood numberof i-th [-] component for large Sctj defined by Eq. (8) 
